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THE RAGTOP
WELCOME TO THE CLUB
by STEVE JOHNSON, PRESIDENT
Happy 4th of July. Please plan on taking a
veteran to lunch during July some time, and
thanking them for fighting for our freedom.
Quite a few of our club members are veterans, so
drive one to lunch in your Triumph for an extra
bonus.
The Progressive Dinner has been postponed to
late August or late September. I haven’t received
any RSVP’s for the Progressive Dinner, which is
an indication that this may not be an event you
would enjoy. We all like diﬀerent things, so this
is good information. Please make it a point
today to let me know if you would like to attend
a progressive dinner in August or September
stevenjohnson7@sbcglobal.net. And also let me
know what kinds of events you do enjoy. That
will help us as we plan
events in the future. I
look forward to hearing
from you.

I’m planning a Breakfast Run on Saturday
morning July 25th. I’ll be making reservations
this week at a nice place (secret), and will need to
tell them how many of us will be attending. It
will be a nice drive during the coolest part of the
day before our breakfast, so I hope to hear from
you today on this one too.
In June, we cruised to the Kreuz
Market in Lockhart. Mike
McPhail organized an outstanding
ride, and the Kreuz BBQ was very
good and very Texas. I’m sure
Mike’s article will list the players,
and the memories we carved out
of the Texas Hill County. Thanks
MIKE. We had members from
our club as well as San Antonio joining us.
Maybe they will want to join us for Breakfast this
month too.
continued on page 2
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Don’t miss the club meeting Tuesday, July 14th at
7:00 PM. It will be held the Pok-e-jo’s BBQ in
Brodie Oaks shopping center, which is located on
the Northwest corner of South Lamar and Ben
White (Phone 440-0447). You don’t have to
drive a TR to the meeting to attend. I look
forward to seeing you there.
Triumphantly Yours,

HILL COUNTRY GALLERIA TO HOST THE SECOND
ANNUAL ROLLING SCULPTURE CAR SHOW ON
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2009
BEE CAVE, TX
The ANNUAL HILL COUNTRY ROLLING SCULPTURE CAR SHOW will return to the
Hill Country Galleria in Bee Cave, TX on Sunday October 25th to celebrate all aspects of the car
hobby. The entire length of Hill Country Blvd. will be reserved for LBCs and other foreign
sports cars, collector cars, antiques, modern classics, exotics, muscle cars, street rods, and art cars
parked on display for the public. The focus is on fun and a common passion for everything
automotive. Awards will be given by the show’s sponsors according to themes they’ve selected.
Last year’s trophies included the “Car We’d Like to See in Our Driveway,” the “Coolest Car,” and
the “Editor’s Choice.” All proceeds, from the registration fee will benefit the Bee Cave Public
Library – an organization dedicated to promoting lifelong learning in an inviting environment.
The Hill Country Galleria is the perfect venue for a car show. With live music and more than
200 examples of automotive eye candy parked along a street reserved for pedestrians and lined
with shops, restaurants, and a movie theater, it’s an event with something to interest every
member of the family.
The registration fee to enter a vehicle in the show is $15 per car until September 27. After that
date, the fee is $25 per car. Mail-in registration must be postmarked by October 14.
The Hill Country Galleria is located on Highway 71 in Bee Cave, Texas, between RR620 and Bee
Cave Road. The show runs Sunday October 25th from noon to 6:00 p.m. rain or shine. For more
information visit www.rollingsculpturecarshow.com, email
information@rollingsculpturecarshow.com, or contact Dean Mericas or Bill Waller.
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June BBQ Run
The HCTC driving event for June was a scenic road trip to Kruez BBQ in Lockhart.
We started oﬀ with seven Triumphs in Oak Hill, but ended up with eleven at our
destination…three TR6s from the Antonio Club met us for lunch! In attendance were:
Don Couch…Spitfire
Bob Skewis…Spitfire
Bill Waller…Spitfire (he met us in Lockhart)
Bob and Barbara Kramer…TR6
Willis and Kathy Thorstad…TR6
Greg West…TR6 (with navigator David)
Steve Johnson…TR4
Mike McPhail…TR3
From San Antonio were:
Joe Kboudi…TR6 (with son)
Mike Potts…TR6 (with fiancé)
Ken and Judy Maynard…TRuck
Another fellow from the SA club
who lives in Lockhart was there with
his TR6, but wouldn’t you know… I
forgot his name!
It was sunny and warm that
Saturday morning and everyone had
their tops down for the pleasant drive
down Camp Ben McCullough road to
FM150. We crossed IH35 in Kyle, and
then approached Lockhart via
Maxwell. The San Antonio folks had
just pulled up and we all parked
together as the lot began to fill with
hungry barbeque fans. We only had to
wait a few minutes to select our meat
from the indoor pits. By the time we were ready to leave, the line was out the door!
Some of us stopped at the Texas Pie Company in Kyle for a slice on the way home.
Good idea Barbara!

Mike McPhail

“Calling upon my years of experience, I froze at the controls” - Stirling Moss
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RUBY REPORT
END of AN ERA!
That’s the only
way to say it. No,
not the passing of
Michael Jackson
or Billy Mays, but
the closing of
Graham Davies’ repair
shop BEST of BRITISH.
Graham has packed up shop and retired. I
was lucky enough to visit with him a few
months back. He was in good spirits and
looking forward to driving the four corners
of the United States. He said he was going
to buy a car and just tour the country. I
asked him if it was going to be a British car,
I don’t think I can print his reply here. Let’s
just say it was a no. The last car to leave the
shop now belongs to Bill Waller, a very nice
TR6. Graham will be missed but it’s nice to
know he is now staring out the windshield
instead of looking at the underside of a

Spitfire, which I know for a fact he
LOATHED!
Graham, as I know you get this
newsletter, so on behalf the the Hill
Country Triumph Club, I say “Best of
British” to you and wish you blue skies
wherever you may roam... AND I nominate
you for club president! Do I hear a second?

Don

WELCOME NEW MEMBER
Brett Liming
Austin, TX
1981 Red "Lo Cost" Lotus 7 Clone
and returning member
Ron Harrison
Salado, TX
1973 Signal Red T6
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BOB’S YOUR UNCLE

Our meeting last month at Rudy’s on 620
was mainly to select oﬃcers for the coming year.
All oﬃcers were willing to serve again except
Steve Johnson had notified us that he would be
too busy with church activities in the coming
year to give it his best eﬀort. Everyone knew
that ahead of time, and this apparently
contributed to the low turnout. In the end,
Steve was prevailed upon to accept another term.
The second year is always easier . . . especially in
Steve’s case, since his first year was involved with
gearing up for the VTR in Marble Falls. Thanks
for taking on the task, Steve!
Our special guests were Sam Bass and his
Mother and Daughter Heather visiting from out
of town. Sam is a member of our club, but is a
resident of the state of Washington. He has
Austin ties and was down for a niece’s graduation
celebration. Sam is active in his club with a ’72
TR6 and a ’66 Herald, and promises to make the
7,000 mile run in one of them for the 2010
ABCD show. We look forward to seeing you,
Sam!
Steve announced Mike McPhail’s
sponsorship of the June 20th run to Kreuz
Market in Lockhart for a taste of their BBQ and
trimmings. Plans are for leaving the Y in Oak
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Hill for a circuitous route to satisfy the drivers in
all of us. Other plans are for a July Progressive
Dinner with preliminary stops at the following
households: Kramer’s, Richard Ceraldi, Greg
Blake and Robert MacKenzie. More
information to follow next month. The Jaguar
Club has started a Saturday morning breakfast
and has invited all interested HCTC members –
contact Mike Schubert for further information.
In car show news, put September 26-27
on your calendar for the Texas ABCD this year.
The planning committee is well along on
meetings and the drive on Saturday will have
something special this year. Also, Dean Mericas
and Bill Waller are working to pull oﬀ another
Rolling Sculpture show at the Galleria in Bee
Cave on the first weekend in October. That will
be followed shortly by the Jaguar Club of North
Texas show on the State Fair Grounds in Dallas.
Bob Skewis and Bill Waller will be leading the
way if anyone would like to go with us – free
admission to the grounds, you can take a picnic
lunch and drinks, walk the midway at the fair,
visit various exhibit halls and the excitement of
the UT-OU football game makes this trip a
winner!
There were 12 Triumphs in the parking lot
at Rudy’s . . . thanks to the following for flying
the flag: Mike and Lucy McPhail, Bob Baker,
Bill Waller, Don Couch, Richard Ceraldi, Philip
McKenzie, Robert MacKenzie, Dan Julien,
Harry Taggart, Willis Thorstad, Steve Johnson
and Bob Skewis.

Bob
“Aerodynamics are for people who
cannot build engines”
Enzo Ferrari”
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The Hill Country Triumph Club, the 50th Chapter of the Vintage
Triumph Register (VTR), was founded in 1990 to bring together the
owners of Triumph automobiles in the Central Texas area surrounding
Austin. In 1991, the membership decided to include other British car fans
as associates due to lack of other clubs in our area that represent some of
the other marques. As owners and lovers of our unique types of cars, we
have a special kinship, which draws us together. Membership is open to
anyone who is a British car enthusiast, with or without a car.
Annual dues are just $15.00 per family group or address per year. We have
dinner meetings on the 2nd Tuesday of each month and at least one other
event each month. We encourage you to join and support us, even if you
don’t drive your car regularly. We also oﬀer technical assistance if needed.
One goal of the club is to help its members keep their cars on the road.
Please call one of the club oﬃcers listed in the newsletter for more
information about club benefits and spread the word about our club to
others.
The Hill Country Club is a local chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register
(VTR)/Triumph Sports Owners Association, which is open to all drivers of
Triumph motorcars; a chapter of the Triumph Register of America,
exclusively for TR2 through TR4A sports cars; and a chapter of the 6PACK, dedicated to the enjoyment, preservation, and restoration of the
Triumph TR250 and TR6 sports cars. Membership in these national
organizations is encouraged. Visit their websites at www.vtr.org,
www.triumphregister.com, and www.6-pack.org.
The RAGTOP is published monthly by the Hill Country Triumph Club.
Material within may be freely reproduced providing Ragtop and the
authors are credited. Any and all newsletter contributions are welcome.
Deadline for submissions is the end of each month. Submissions may be
emailed t0 don@dcphotos.com Car related classified ads are free to
members and will run for three months unless otherwise instructed.
Contact editor for other ads.

Membership Application
Name :
Address :
City / State :
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OFFICERS
President
Steve Johnson
258.5340
stevenjohnson7@sbcglobal.net
Vice-President
Bob Baker
448.0093
bcbaker@austin.rr.com
Treasurer
Earl McGlothlin
292.3387
conniemcg@austin.rr.com
Secretary
Bob Skewis
892.4068
skewistx@att.net
Membership
Nel Mcphail
656.1456
nmcphail@austin.rr.com
Ragtop Editor
Don Couch
680-3540
don@dcphotos.com
www.dcphotos.com
Webmaster
Dan Julien
451.3102
dan.julien@alumni.utexas.net

Zip :

Home Phone :
Work Phone :
E-mail address :
Car Make :

Model :

Year :

Color :

Car Make :

Model :

Year :

Color :

How on earth did you hear about the Hill Country Triumph Club?
Please mail application and check payable to HCTC to:
Nel McPhail, 1105 N. Canyonwood Dr., Dripping Springs, TX 78260
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TWO BIRTHDAYS, A TR4 & FATHER’S DAY
by Greg Blake
In February I attended CVAR’s spring driver’s
school in my recently restored TR3. My
Father originally purchased the 3 in the 80’s so
Alison blames him for my interest in these
cars that would have long been lost in history
if not for people like us. Naturally his
presence was requested at the driver’s school
for technical assistance, motivational
speeches, and consumption of adult
beverages, not necessarily in order of
importance or skill. The point of all this? He
was instantly infected with the racing bug the
first time I came down the front straight of
Texas World Speedway at 5500 rpm. Twice a
week since February I have been getting
emails at odd hours of the night about a new
vintage race car listing on Ebay. After several
dead ends, a likely candidate appeared in the
form of a 1963 TR4. This car was reported to
have been a race car in VARA (Vintage Auto
Racing Association) in Southern California
and judging from the pictures, it looked like
the real deal. The seller even reported that it
sported the signature of Kas Kastner “Ready
to Race”.

reportedly done some work on the car and
had a pretty good feeling about this one. By
the time Dad got back in town, the car had
been relisted on Ebay. He called the seller
despite the relisting and they struck a deal, if
it did not go above the negotiated price, it was
Dad’s. The bidding expired with $900 to
spare, it was Dad’s for the taking, only
problem, it was in Huntington Beach.

We made a Triumph recovery plan and after
each consulting with the respective head of
household we were on our way to California.
I had business in El Paso on June 19th, so Dad
drug a trailer out from Fort Worth and met
me on Friday afternoon. At 3:05 El Paso time
Dad was pulling in the parking lot as I was
getting out of my last meeting, great trip
planning.
Dad put in his max bid and crossed his fingers.
He wound up being the highest bidder but
under the seller’s reserve. He planned to call
the owner, but had travel plans so the call was
postponed through the weekend. In the mean
time, I had talked with the shop that had

I changed clothes in the oﬃce and we were on
our way. Before leaving El Paso I asked a
buddy of mine how far it was to Phoenix,
‘bout 4 hours, eight hours later, we pulled into
Tucson for the night 90 miles short of
Phoenix. My guess is locals know a more
continued on page 8
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direct route. We got up at 4am the next
morning to get us to Huntington Beach with
enough time on Saturday to give the car a good
inspection and to have some time left over to
check out the beach. We got to the Seller’s

house at 1:30pm. We had given him a 10 minute
warning call so as we pulled up to his house, the
garage door was rolling up to reveal a very
eﬃciently packed garage. Mac, the seller, had
the TR4 parked tail in next to a TR3 tail in both
of which were in front of a bug eye that was
parked across the back of the garage. This did
not leave much working room so we started to
wonder who did the work on the car, more on
that later. We exchanged pleasantries, and
asked to see the car. Mac uncovered the 4 to
reveal a car that looked better in person than
the advertised pictures. The paint had typical
road rash from a season of road racing, but
otherwise very nice finish. There were two
dings one on each front fender about where a
TR3’s side mirror would mount (if properly
located), but no other dents to speak of. The
interior showed signs of very good construction,
very tidy and well thought out. Then he opened
the hood. This engine compartment (except for
the throttle linkage) was very impressive. The
block had a fresh coat of grey epoxy, newish

battery, new TR4 aluminum radiator with
electric fan, oil cooler, accusump, even the cam
bearing set screws were safety wired. Mac fired
it up on the second try and she idled at about
2000 rpm with 80 psi. We let it idle a bit to
warm up and the oil pressure stayed right at 80.
Mac told my Dad to jump in and take her for a
spin, Dad looked at me and said “you drive it” I
guess he was a bit nervous about the race cam,
not sure and didn’t really care at that moment
why he asked me to drive because you don’t
have to ask me twice. 10 minutes later I am
giving my Dad the best poker face I can muster
as I say “Yeah, it pulls ok”. So I ask Mac if we
can pull the oil filter just to make sure the oil
looks good and he and Dad can finalize the deal.
Mac says “sure , I have not changed the oil since
the rebuild”.

I cracked the filter oﬀ the filter head and time
began to slow down. The oil looked like coﬀee
with lots of creamer in it. A little hesitant to
spoil the afternoon, I ask Mac what kind of oil
he has in the motor. “Quaker State… why?”
Well I think you need to look at this. Once
Mac saw the oil, he immediately uttered some
four letters and hit speed dial on his cell. As he
was walking away, I showed Dad the evidence of
water in the oil. I said it is likely a head gasket
continued on page 9
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Arizona Desert
failure, but we can’t be sure just yet. Mac had
walked away to talk to his mechanic.
Dad and I went into the garage to cut the filter
and have a closer look. Once open, the filter
revealed a lot of cast iron looking fragments
ranging in size from dust to large sand particles
and there was a lot of it. About the time Mac
got oﬀ the phone we showed him the iron
fragments. It did not appear that we were
“Ready to Race”. I guess Kas did not inspect
the engine rebuild. The cell phone came back
out and after some more heated discussions on
the phone, Mac hung up. He looked at my Dad
and apologized, he said I know you don’t want
to go home with an empty trailer, but I told you
this was ready to race. He told us the story of
how he had the engine rebuilt at the beginning
of the season and had a head gasket failure at
the first race. The mechanic fixed that and then
he raced with no incident for the reminder of
the season until the last race at California
Motor Speedway. He was 10 minutes into his
first race and threw a rod out of both sides of
the block taking every thing with it. He
admitted it was likely due to extended over
revving of the engine. This was a fresh rebuild
with a new block, new crank, new cam, new
lifters, rebuilt accusump, and flushed oil cooler.

That last item threw up a red flag for me. I
have read, and it tends to make sense, that you
should throw away an oil cooler after engine
failure. Most of them are plate type heat
exchangers and it is very diﬃcult if not
impossible to clean once you have metal in
there. At this point I could tell my Dad was
about ready to walk away and spend the rest of
the day at the beach. I suggested to the both of
them what it would cost if it was just a rebuild
to put new bearings in and polishing the crank.
Dad asked if Mac would accept the negotiated
price minus the rebuild costs. Mac hesitated so
we told him to think about it while we went to
lunch. He had arranged for the mechanics to
meet us at their shop after lunch so we could
pull the pan and inspect the bearings and rod
journals and make a final decision.
After a Mexican lunch, complete with
margaritas to take the edge oﬀ, we headed oﬀ to
the shop. The mechanics confirmed the story
of the last engine rebuild and how they had
flushed the oil cooler. The pan came oﬀ, all rod
caps oﬀ, and bearings looked as though some
very small particles went through them. Rod
journals have very minimal wear and no signs of
overheating. I told Dad to buy a new set of rod

Fuel in CA
continued on page 10
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bearings, new oil cooler, get the accusump
rebuilt again, and clean all the oil lines and he
would be in business. They negotiated and we
loaded up the car to drag it back to Mac’s for
the night.
Dad and I spent the night on the beach with a
good seafood dinner to celebrate his 65th and
my 35th birthday and father’s day, cool way to
celebrate. In the morning, we went back to
Mac’s to load up the car and head east. The rest
of trip was pretty uneventful, lots of time for
Dad to plan his driver’s school preparations.
If you have time in September, the CVAR race
at TWS is shaping up to be quite an event
complete with three TRs from Austin and at
least one from Ft. Worth, come out and support
the breed.

Car back safely in Bedford TX awaiting a new
head gasket, rod bearings, and oil cooler.

Greg Blake
EXACT427
by Roger Bolick

PHOTOGRAPHY
by DON COUCH
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MIKE’S FAVORITE TOOL
JULY TOOL OF THE MONTH

It’s amazing what the home handy-man
can accomplish with the right tools. Why pay
someone else to screw things up when you can
do it yourself? Several years ago I bought an
electric welder, and was soon able to make good
use of it. With a little practice you can repair
broken machinery or fabricate all manner of
handy steel items.
Electric welders come in several
versions, but perhaps the most economical and
useful is the flux-core wire welder. Mine is a
Lincoln Electric from Home Depot that looks
exactly like the one Harbor Freight sells for
much less. This type of welder is similar to a
MIG, but uses no gas. A spool of flux-core wire
is fed to the tip when the trigger is pulled,
making welding a one handed operation. There
is a power level switch (A, B, C, D,) and a rate
of feed control. Most automotive jobs can be
handled at the lowest power setting and a very
slow rate of feed.
Professional results can be obtained with
a little (okay, a lot of) practice, and sloppy welds
can be ground off with an angle grinder, so that
no one need know what a lousy welder you are.
There is no substitute for welding on some types
of repair work, and it seems that welding
equipment can pay for itself in no time. When
word gets out that you have a welder, friends and
neighbors will beat a path to your door with
armfuls of broken metal objects. Yes, you too
can be a local hero!
Imagine yourself clad in a leather apron,
welding gloves, steel toed boots and sporting
that great looking helmet with the orange flames
painted on the sides. Of course, you will want
the auto-darkening helmet, since good vision is
required to produce the best weld. Don’t forget

to keep a bucket of water and a big fire
extinguisher handy, since sparks or spatter
landing in the trash can (or on your trousers) will
definitely start a fire! Of course the object being
welded gets incredibly hot and will have to be
handled very carefully. There is nothing like a
little danger to put some excitement back into
your life, and more importantly, you will never
have to go to the muffler shop again!

Mike McPhail
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Recent modifications to my TR3
by Greg Blake

Addition of TR6 front sway bar
TR3/TR4 modified upper A arms for adjustable
camber. These are in progress shots and will
eventually be boxed in for more strength. They
will allow camber adjustments from stock to -3
degrees. I think that I might be able to fine
tune the caster angle as well with this design,
but have not tried yet.
If you are interested in updating the handling of
your TR3 or TR4 let me know and I can make
you a set of these. This design might prove a
little harsh for the street as they are solid hemi
joints, but we could come up with a version that
utilizes a bushing.

Test fitting of sway bar with front apron

New end link mock up

Test fit of cross brace

New cross brace for sway bar support and
addition of a front tow hook
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Road Trippin’ with One More Triumph in tow
by Bob Kramer
sole purpose to be resold. Buying over eBay
has its inherent risks and the race car in the
pictures turned out to be nothing more than a
tired old TR4 dressed up in race car clothing.
It seems that Elmer had wrecked his TR4A
racecar and had started to convert a street
TR4 from the top down. Suﬃce to say that he
finished the top, just enough to look the race
car part. Since I had already purchased it I
was committed to do the work over the
summer, so I tore into the hydraulics, got it up
and running and quickly determined that the
whole driveline needed a rebuild. I tore down
the spare “race engine” and it turned out to be
Anyone that comes to visit the Kramer abode
will have figured out that I can always find a
way to squeeze in One More Triumph. In
February of this year our son Andrew took the
CVAR driver’s school in my TR4A and the
need for One More Triumph race car was quite
apparent. It will be a lot more fun racing
against each other than it would be sharing a
car. So I set oﬀ to find him a suitable car and
located a TR4 in Ohio that seemed to fit the
bill. This car was previously owned by an Elmer
Peters, but he had passed away without a will
and the car was bought at a tax sale with the

a dressed up stock motor. So I took a couple of
cranks to the machine shop and got busy with
some other projects while I waited to see if I
had a good one to start oﬀ the race motor.
While I was waiting an opportunity for
another TR4 racecar appeared via an email
from a former TR4 racer in Corpus Christi,
Jim Lee. He had run across a guy at an
autocross that knew of a TR4 racecar going up
for sale in North Carolina. Jim’s friend, John
Forrester, was a former owner of the car, but he
had sold it oﬀ to a friend named Dennis Shea
who then restored and raced the car for a
number of years.
continued on page 14
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Dennis retired the car in the early 90’s intending
to someday get it back on track. Tragically he
passed away this past February in a motorcycle
accident. John was helping the widow put a value
on the old racecar. Jim knew that I had bought
and sold both a TR3 and a TR4 racecar and I
happily relayed the prices I’d paid and sold them
for. I asked to see the pictures and long story
short; I bought the car because it was a better
candidate for Andrew. It had a roll cage designed
for a tall guy and it had race history, maybe back
into the 70’s. It seemed like a good deal and
there was a chance the spares package
would make it worth

JULY 10, 2009
the trip. It was one of those deals that you
figure somebody else will grab up if you don’t
get there first. I got the pictures Monday
evening and by Tuesday I was planning the
trip to North Carolina to collect it.

One of
the great things about this club is that we help
each other out. Bob Baker came with me to
Ohio to pick up the Elmer Peter’s car and this
time I recruited Don Couch for the road trip
east. I packed some empty boxes in the truck
and hooked up the trailer Thursday morning
and then counted the hours until I could sneak
oﬀ. We left Don’s place around 3 PM and
headed out 290 toward Houston. MapQuest
wanted me to take HWY 79 north to
Shreveport but I couldn’t pass up the
opportunity to cover my truck in Louisiana
swamp bugs. Seriously, it’d had been a while
since I’d driven out east on 290 and much of
that area is in the RDO dealership territory,
so technically I was checking out the area
for construction equipment sales
opportunities.
continued on page 15
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We made it to Baton Rouge the first night and
hit the road early the next morning. The drive
was uneventful, stopping only when the tank
was empty and picking up fast food along the
way. We arrived into the Charlotte area around
9 PM Friday night, in time to call the car
owner and ask if it was all right if we came by
this late in the evening to see what we had in
front of us in the morning. She not only invited
us over but reminded me that she had oﬀered
up a stay in her guest quarters. She gave me
some final directions and we soon were there
checking out the new racecar. I knew I had
found a good deal but Don’s eyes looked like
pie plates. I kept it kind of cool, trying to
contain my excitement. The price was set and I
didn’t want to let on that I would have paid
more.
We were able to take advantage of the lodging
arrangement to load up as many of the spares
as we could that night. We detoured to Sonic
long enough to reload with junk food and spent
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the better part of 2 hours packing boxes into
my truck. Without much discussion we went
to work, systematically pulling parts from
various shelves, work benches and corners,
stopping to look at some of the more
surprising finds. We divided them up into the
most suitable boxes so that everything would
fit in the back of the truck. Finding brand new
racing camshafts in boxes tagged with 1974
manufacture dates does cause you to pause.
Don found a Churchill diﬀerential spreading
tool, a custom Triumph tool I had never seen.
We found boxes of NOS Champion racing
spark plugs, masses of gears and a Borg Warner
gearbox case welded to TR6 bell housing. This
guy had stuﬀ everywhere, but with our sorting
eﬀorts we got it all in the truck, under the
tonneau cover. I must say we made quite the
tag team, getting a lot done in hurry. It made
loading the next morning a breeze.
What about the car? The story is still
unfolding. It was reported to be a race car from
new. That would be 1962. I’ve been researching
and here is what I know about the car’s history.
The first documentation shows up on a history
website for Virginia International Raceway,
http://virhistory.com/vir/69-jul/scca.htm. There
are a couple of pictures and a little background
from a race in 1969. The car was then owned
and raced by Robert Johnson of Aiken, South
Carolina. He won that day, beating the Group
44 guys.
I got an early 70’s SCCA logbook with the car
and I was able to locate the listed owner, Ott
Jensen via the wonders of the internet. There
are not many Ott’s in the USA! Ott told me
that bought the car from Robert Johnson and
that he took it to the Pittsburgh, PA area
where he raced the car for a couple of years in
the Steel Cities Region of the SCCA, with
minor sponsorship from Gulf Oil. I didn’t
know that Gulf maintained its USA
headquarters in Pittsburgh, but Ott’s dad was
an executive with Gulf. They helped him just a
continued on page 16
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little bit, so that explains the decals. Ott’s
logbook showed his first race as 4-23-72. He
later raced in the Lake Erie Invitational, the
Steel Cities Regional-Firecracker 50, and a
Northeast Ohio SCCA Regional. The Nelson
Ledges 350 Endure on August 4&5, 1973 is his
last entry but there may have been other
logbooks.
Ott sold the car oﬀ to a George Haynes who
reportedly was going to restore it back to street
trim. That didn’t happen and in 1985 Haynes
sold the car to John Forrester, my contact in
Corpus! John started the restoration, and then
sold the car to Dennis who finished it. John
crewed for Dennis at tracks like Watkins Glen,
Mid Ohio, Summit Point and Sebring. It
appears that Dennis was working on the car
recently, getting it ready to go racing once
again. We’ll do that for him.

I would like to trace the ownership back to the
new car in 1962. There is a chance the car was
on track at the SCCA Run-Oﬀs at Daytona in
1967 with my TR4A. I have a picture of my
TR4A with a blue TR4 in the background with
what looks like the same decal patterns. If this
is true it would be incredibly cool to get these 2
cars back on track against each other again.
Andrew and I plan on racing against each other
for the first time at the CVAR event at Texas
World Speedway in College Station this
September, 19-20th. We are working on a name
for our father and son racing team…Kramer vs.
Kramer comes to mind but its just not 60’s. For
now we are just road trippin’.

Bob Kramer
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Simplified Brake Bleeding
by Bob Kramer

The brakes in our cars are simple hydraulic
systems, transferring pressure applied by the
driver’s foot to the wheels. It is necessary to bleed
brakes from time to time to remove air from the
lines and evacuate moisture laden fluid from the
system. Most brake fluids are hydroscopic,
meaning that they will absorb moisture from the
air. Heating and cooling, such as happens in basic
brake operation, can worsen this condition but
moisture is also absorbed over time with exposure
to air, even through the cap on the master
cylinder.
As brake fluid absorbs water the boiling point of
the fluid is reduced and boiling fluid can result in
a total loss of brake pedal pressure. It makes sense
to replace brake fluid annually unless you are
using a non-hydroscopic brake fluid such as
silicone based DOT 5. Any air or moisture that
remains in the system results in a soft and spongy
feeling and reduced braking performance because
brake fluid will not compress as much as air when
under pressure.
There are many ways to bleed brakes. Some are as
simple as a short piece of hose and a small jar and
others are fully pressurized to quickly and
eﬀortlessly purge the system completely and you
can find variation in between. Once upon a time
J.C. Whitney sold thousands of their simple One
Man Brake Bleeders through mail order but now
you can find them on the “Help” section at parts
stores and do one corner at a time. You can go all
out and invest in a set of Speed Bleeders for all 4
corners. After bleeding the Speed Bleeders
remain in place just like a stock bleeder screw.
My solution is decidedly low-tech. I use Harbor
Freight $3.99 brake bleeding bottles. They come
with the bottle, some bleed screw adapters,
tubing and some magnets to hold the bottle in a
convenient location. You simply cut the supplied

aquarium tubing to a suitable length to reach the
tapered adapters that fit inside the bleed screws
and get to work. Put a little fluid in the bottom of
the bottle and you have produced a closed
hydraulic system and bleeding is simple. I have
dual master cylinders so I hang a bottle on each
side with the supplied magnets, and crack open
the bleed screws so that the bottles fill up at
approximately the same rate. I’m careful to make
sure that fluid cannot escape around the threads
of the bleed screws. Some suggest a little Teflon
tape here but I have been able to get by without
that step. It helps to have an assistant to pump
the pedal but with this closed system you can go
solo.
If it has been a while since you have bled your
brakes take the extra step of sucking out the bulk
of the old fluid in the master cylinder with a
turkey baster or a large syringe to eliminate any
source of contaminated fluid. This is a good idea
for annual flushes and the syringe also allows you
to target those nasty little trails of black goo that
grow in the bottom of the reservoirs, especially
the clutch master cylinders. It may take a couple
of refills and pump-outs to clean up the reservoir
to your satisfaction.
Basic rules for bleeding brakes:
Clean the area around the cap and master cylinder
before opening the cap. The same approach works
for bottles of fluid.
Always use new fluid from an unopened container.
Buy small containers, the larger sizes are for shop
use or for that ground up restoration (where the
fluid drains out faster than you can pour it in until
you stop all the leaks).
Tap the sides of the cylinders and calipers gently
with a wrench or dead blow hammer to dislodge
continued on page 18
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air bubbles that are attached to the cylinder
walls. This may not do anything but you will
feel like a pro.
Pump the brake pedal slowly and firmly
multiple times to get pads seated or to give
your assistant something to do.
Use clear tubing so that you can watch for air
bubbles. If you are pushing the tubing over
the bleed screw make sure that it is not
pulling air into the line through a poor seal or
you’ll be bleeding forever.
Check often to make sure you do not
completely drain the master cylinder or you
will be starting over. If you make this mistake
it is OK as you obviously need the practice.
If you are bleeding one wheel at a time, start
at the longest brake line progressing to the
shortest to purge all the old fluid.
If you are installing a new master cylinder
make up some tubes that pump back into the
reservoir and gently pre-bleed the cylinder.
Saran Wrap under the cap helps keep all the
fluid in place once you remove the lines.
Pay attention to residual pressure devices and
modern ABS. You may need to bleed them
first or have special tools.
Keep clean rags handy to clean up spills.
Watch your hands. Wiping up fluid with a
paper towels can result in moist fingers.
That’s going to leave a mark on the paint.

Bob Kramer
This article by Bob Kramer is an excerpt that wi! be in a upcoming book by Kas Kasner.
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FOR SALE:
•1978 SPITFIRE 1500 - fresh paint job - powder blue. ready for reassembly $2900.00 obo
•1969 GT6 needs restoration, paint, interior $1000.00 obo
•1963 TR-4 Restoration in progress, Rebuilt Engine, lots of new parts $3800.00 obo
• Still have misc. SPITFIRE 1500 parts for sale Call or email for list.
Contact Don Couch for more info (512)-680-3540
don at dcphotos.com
FOR SALE:
1974 TRIUMPH TR6, CF13666U, 4 SPEED, INLINE 6 CYL., VERY GOOD CONDITION,
RUNS STRONG, WELL MAINTAINED, NEW PAINT ,TOP, TIRES, BEAUTY RINGS, REAR SHOCKS,
BATTERY, IGNITION COIL, NEW AM-FM, CD RADIO WITH BOX REAR MOUNTED SPEAKERS,
PREVIOUS OWNER UNDERCOATED, PROFESSIONAL INSPECTED AND EVALUATED. CLEAR TITLE.
SELLING BECAUSE OF THE OIL & GAS ENGINEERING BUSINESS DOWNTURN.
ASKING $16,900 OBO. PLEASE CONTACT GARY MYERS AT CELL: 979-877-9420
OR HOME: 979-865-5863.

FOR SALE:
TR6 seats.VG condition. asking $300.00 for the pair
Harry Taggert
512-346-8642
taggart162@sbcglobal.net
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THE RAGTOP - JULY 2009
Calendar
JULY 14th, 2009
HCTC meeting - Pok-e-Jo’s BBQ - Brodie Oaks
SEPT. 26 - 27
TXABCD - ROUND ROCK
SEPT. 26 - 27
TXABCD - ROUND ROCK
OCT 17th, 2009
JAGUAR CLUB OF NORTH TEXAS SHOW State Fairgrounds
OCT 25th, 2009
ROLLING SCULPTURE SHOW - Hill Country
Galleria
JAN 2nd, 2010
Don’s Birthday

1105 N. Canyonwood Dr.
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
address change requested

The next HCTC meeting will be held Tuesday, July 14, 7 PM, Pok-e-jo’s
BBQ in the Brodie Oaks shopping center, Northwest corner of South
Lamar and Ben White/Capitol of Texas Highway/Loop 360, Phone
512-440-0447.

